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Bates Fire Blazes 
Students Evacuate 
Residents of Bates Hall were forced 
to forego their cherry-pie dessert 
Tuesday night as fire broke out dur-
inb \\inner. 
Mrs. David Phipps and Mr. George 
Enright, of the Bates-Freeman-Mc-
Afee kitchen, W!'!re the first to notice 
water pouring down the elevator 
shaft. The fire was located near one 
of the sprinkler system units, and 
once the system began to operate, it 
could not be stopped until the fire-
men arrived. Mr. Enright immedi-
ately called the Fire Department, 
and they. as well as several police-
men, were on the premises in a 




Faculty Debate Spotlights Asia 
Views Shifting Power Relations 
hy Ell<'ll Bunepart/J , '66 
The Asian continent i;; divided in 
countless ways. Only slightly less di-
vided were the Wellesley faculty 
members who analyzed " Asia and 
Cnanging Great Power Relationships" 
last evening at 7:30 p.m .. in Pendle-
ton Hall . 
Participating in the panel discus-
sion were Mrs. Barbara Green of the 
Political Science Department, Mr. 
Marshall Goldman of the Economics 
Department, Mr. Paul Cohen of the 
History Department and Mrs. Anne-
! Marie Shimony ot' the Sociology De-
partment who was the moderator. 'amount of controlled instability on her 
Mrs. Green showed how a common bc.rders." One main reason, he stat-
pCJlif.ical interest- the desire to avoid ed, is that China cannot compete 
Communist Chinese expansion- was. with the U.S. and the Soviet Union in 
lht! prime factor in U.S.-U.S.S.R. co· giving foreign aid and therefore tries 
operation in settling the Indian-Pak- to create situations which cm:icel out 
istani crisis. Mr. Goldman differed in the effect of Great Power aid. 
his evaluation of the political factor . 
strt•ssing that the Soviet Union's huge 
ernnomic investment in India was the 
primary motive behind the Soviet 
Union's desire to stabilize conditions 
in Asia. 
Mr. Cohen addressetl himself to the 
qu<.'stion of why Communist China 
"seems intent on creating a certain 
Source of Disagreement 
Mrs. G. Scott Gillespie, Head of 
House in Bates, was informed by 
Molly Gilbert '67 that there was 
smoke on the fi rst floor. After a quick 
check. she calmly told all students 
to leave the diningroom and go out-
side. At the same time the fire bell 
evacuated those students who had 
not been to dinner . 
Interns Investigate Washington 
The panel seemed to disagree es· 
S<'nlially as to how much Great Pow-
er relationships are changing. Mrs. 
Green impressed upon the audience 
that the U.S. and U.S.S.R. can be 
e'.pected lo act together when both 
countries arc threatened either by an 
expanding third power or by a fear 
of nuclear war. 
She called this situation "parallel 
commonality." 
Mrs. Gillespie estimates that total 
evacuation took about three minutes. 
No one was injured. but there was 
exct ssive damage done to the first 
·:.,. , =• ' .he ce1Eng,, of the 'leer 
below because of the water gushing 
out of the sprinkler system. At this 
writing the cause of the fire was not 
known. 
by Marji Sh•ge/ '66 
Washington, D. C., has a curious 
habit: it adopts people. Somehow 
the glistening heroic architecture. the 
wide grassy boulevards. and the 
charming backstreets of Georgetown 
Coll c·.:Jce t•n.;-...& .... thL u.... '*' d .. ai uvt 
only as a revered capital city but 
also as a familiar hometown. 
Every year this city has thousands 
of victims. Among its most· willing 
Elevator Worries are the summer college interns, who 
Men from the Housekeeping De- have come from every small town 
partment rushed over to assist the and big city to discover what gov-
firemen in mopping up water and ernment is "really like." 
Capitol Hill, along with about 2000 
other college students. On the House 
side were Joan Dacey, in the office 
of Cong. Torbert McDonald r Mass. I; 
Joan Dreskin, Cong. .John J . Gilli 
gan r Ohio l: Barbara Bywater. Cong. 
Poul Krebs ( N J. I: Llbbct n•mloo 
Cong. Charles Wellner •Ga. , Molly 
Shanley, Cong. Sidney R. Yates 1rn.1. 
and Ellen Boneparth, House Judiciary 
Committee. 
Senate interns were Anne Gullick-
son. Sen. William Proxmire 1Wis.1, 
Rosy Metrai\er .. Sen. Vance Hartke 
r Ind. l; and Marji Siegel, Sen. Quen-
tin N. Burdkk tN. D.l. 
rolling up the rugs in some of the Wellesley No Exception Pptlnck Experience 
first floor rooms. Meanwhile students The fifteen members of the Class . 
were having coffee in the livingroom of '66 who participaterl in the Welles- Th~ perp~tual q~estion to a con· 
· · . 1 h' gress1onal rntern 1s "What exactly and srngmg songs around the piano. ey-Vassar Interns 1p program were 1 l'd 1 ?" lt' . 'bl . Once I.he students were assured I no exception. Arriving in the begin- ' 1 yowu c 0k· s 1.mt P1 ohss111 .e to an-. . . . . swer. or on cap1 o 1 1s a pot-that everytlung was under control. mng of June and immediately being 1 k . 1 ff' h their biggest worrv was when use cast into the enticements, challenges .uc ex~encnce. n some 0 tees t e 
of the elevator w~uld be resumed. and frustrations of government, they intern is warhmly. wf~lco1m1 eel ~ts the d 1 h f d one person w o is ma v g01ng to At g p.m .. when calm had been fully were soon to eve op t e on ness t . ht t th fT · 
restored, it was announeed that the which most Americans and foreigners s rtti en °~ f t~ I~ngkl system or 
elevator was once again in opera- feel for Washington. g~t em ou 0 e ac og of con-
tion. So the only caloric benefit de- Although any experience in Wash- s 1I uent r~quest~. . . 
rh·ed irom the fire was the omission ington can be worthwhile. the Welles- n otheis the 1~t~rn IS very. qmc~l1y ol chcrrypie. ley interns bad the unique advantage I seen as a r:eseaic er, a pr0Ject-g1r · 
Faculty members who had ex- of having jobs which, for the most Du~ all o:flces 
1 
offer s~me of both 
pected a routine dinner in Bates part, were their first or second an mos We lesley mterns .con-
found, probably to their annoyance. choices and were designed for learn- duc~ed one or two long ran~e pro1ccts 
that this Tuesday night provided ing as much about the intricacies of durmg. the. summe~-. while at the 
something different. But as Mrs. Gil- their offices or agencies as possible same tu:ne I~volved m everyday work 
lcspie put it, "If it had lo happen, in seven weeks. and legisl.ahon. . . 
the dinner hour was the best possible Nine Worked on 'Hill' Constituent Lett.e~s Fam1har 
time " Nine of the 15 girls were on Foremost, the constituent letter be-
. came well known to any intern on 
Present 
Chorus 
Cultural Program To 
Internationally Famous 
The Academic Chorus 'Mirce Acev' 
from the University of Skopje, Yugo-
slavia, will sing in Alumnae Hall on 
Monday, October 4, at 8:00 P .M., 
under the sponsorship of the 
new Rebecca Treves Cultural Pro-
gram. The young men and women 
who comprise the chorus will be 
staying at Wellesley the nights of 
October 3 and 4, with the men 
camping out in the Rec Building, 
and the women in Mary Heming-
way. They will also be guests of the 
Marion Beth Goertzel '67, has 
been awarded the Sophomore 
Prize by the Eta of Massachu£etts 
chapter of Phi Beta Kappa for the 
member of the present Junior 
Class who achieved tbe highest 
academic average during her 
sophomore year. 
college at a luncheon with the Wel-
lesley College Choir and the Slavic 
Society. Any student who is partic-
ularly interested in being a hostess 
t:i the group should contact Miss 
Glasscock at the Publicity Office. 
The chorus has a short but lively 
history. Founded in 1960 in a Student 
Hostel by students who wanted to 
revive the choral tradition in Skopje, 
the choir began a rapid rise to fame. 
Within six months of its conception, 
the choir had its first concert. Within 
a year, these students, under the 
drrection of Dragan Suplevski, had 
given many concerts v,ithin Yugo-
slavia and had been on a 20-day 
tour of Poland. 
One of the choir's happiest mo· 
ments was the capturing of First 
Prize at the International Musical 
Festival in North Wales. 'They are 
now considered to be one of the most 
outstanding of International choruses. 
the hill. Indians from North Dakota 
were requesting buffalo meat for a 
big convention, constituents from 
Wisconsin to New J ersey wanted to 
know why America didn 't pull out of 
Vietnam, where all that poverty 
money was going, how to get those 
back Social Security payments which 
somebody's uncle's brother' s wife's 
sister certainly deserved. 
And it only took a few days to get 
over realizing that the intern's con-
gressman or senator could never be-
gin to answer all these letters and 
that she herseli by some mysterious 
transformation, had become, "With 
kind regards, I am Senator such and 
such." 
Projects More Complicated 
Projects were quite a bit more 
complicated. They involved research 
on the application of a poverty pro-
gram to a particular state, on voca-
tional education programs, on foreign 
aid expenditures or on speeches which 
might be made and surely would go 
into the Congressional Record. 
Before long all got used to calling 
for information and sounding official 
but the not atypical experience of 
stating the project over the phone 
with precision and poise and having 
the man on the other end say, "My. 
doesn't that sound ominous." quickly 
reminded them of their summ<.'r in· 
tern status. 
Committee Work Different 
Work for a committe£> was con-
C wrtw11ed ?u page Six 
Mr. Goldman interpreted the Indian 
Pakistani situation as an entirely new 
problem. based on the fact that the 
two Great Powers had never invested 
so mut·h in llw same country before. 
If<' cohcluclecl that these aid invest-
mc nts have for th<.' first time made 
b~th th<' I' C:: an<I l' ~SB "'"''{er tn 
111aintain the status quo in Asia. 
Guest Jrs. Plunge into Wellesley Life,-
Find New Friends, Facts, Experie.nces 
by Robin Bledsoe '61 
New_ friends. and classes_. I.rips to I colleges and chosen finally by the 
the Vil, mcetmgs and rruxcrs-lhc United Negro Colleges Fund and 
hectic pace of opening weeks at Wellesley College. Their expenses are 
Wellesley has been enjoyable, excit- met by the Students Aid Society and 
~ng, and bewildering to the ten Negro a fund left to Wellesley by Mrs. 
students chosen as this year's Cath- Chauncey L. Waddell. an alumna 
erine Hughes Waddell Guest Juniors. who during her lifetime was deeply 
As one of them put it. "There's so I c<•nccrncd with the advancement of 
much to do." e(lucational opportunities for Negroes. 
This is the third year of \\.'cites- This year's juniors are: Sandra 
ky's Junior Year in the North Pro- 1 Avant in Beebe, Patricia Daniel in 
gram, which was developed following SC'verance. Irma Ellis in Davis. Annie 
a series of meetings al the White Hill in McAfee, Eleanor Houston in 
House in 1963 at which President Munger, Patricia McDaniel in Bates. 
Kennedy urged action to help Ne- Valjean Myers in Freeman. Ruth 
groes. The program provides an op- Stubblefield in Stone. Audrey Thom-
portunity for selected Negro girls lo as in Tower Court West, and Carolyn 
take their junior year at Wellesley. Walker in Claflin. 
after which they return to their own Diversity of Interests 
campuses for their senior year. The wide range of the juniors' in-
Special Fund teresls and activities-from medi-
The girls were nominated by their Continued on page Three 
Our 1965-66 Guest Juniors assemble on Green steps to reflect upon their 
introduction to Wellesley. Left to right: Annie Hill, Pat McDaniel, Ruth 
Stubblefield, Carolyn Walker, Sandy Avant, Valjean Myers, Audrey Thomas, 
Eleanor Houston, Irma Ellis, and Pat Daniel. 
photo by Maf'lo11 Brenner 'M 
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EDITOR1ALS 
New Broom Sweeps Clean 
In a well-known children's story a little boy with understanding 
guidance learns empirically the personal consequences of living in a 
filthy room . Left alone to be as messy as he pleases, he is soon 
unable to emerge from the squalor and quickly finds the situation 
Roxbury Parents Finance Busing 
As ~operation Exodus' Continues 
intolerable. From then on he becomes a paragon of neatness. 
Unfortunately, we at Wellesley are not permitted to come to a 
personal decision regarding the state of our surroundings. Weekly 
inspection, while not proscribed in the Gray Book, still remains a 
tradition observed in all dormitories. Inspection seems to be an out-
dated custom, inconsistent with the assumption that we are mature 
enough to attend to most other personal matters and inconsistent 
also with the honor system, which allocates certain responsibilities 
to us. In addition, inspection can be construed as an invasion of 
privacy. 
Several reasons have been propounded as to why inspection 
should continue. In the first place, it is suggested that while the 
majority of girls may keep their rooms orderly, there are always a 
few in each dorm who arc inconsiderate of others and who arc 
eventually forced to store some of their belongings in the corridors 
for lack of space. This alone does not justify inspection ; the few 
"culprits" will undoubtedly be noticed by others and will be eligible 
for reprimand by the proper authorities. 
by Rosy Metrailer '66 seats. This was foreseen for Rox-
The problem of overcrowded bury children last year and many re-
schools in the Roxbury area this fall eeived notification over the summer 
has resulted in new conflict over ra- that •hey would be bused to various 
cial imbalance in the Boston school schools this year. Early this fall, how-
system. "Oper~tion Exodus" is part ever, the Boston School Committee 
of that result, a· program initiated by reversed its position and declared 
parents or Roxbury school children that no new busing programs would 
to bus their elementary grade stu- b,· initiated, only old ones continued. 
dents from overcrowded schools to Neither Side Yields 
Icr crowded, and less racially bal- Rather than busing, the School 
anced, Boston schools. Committee, chaired by Mrs. Louise 
In the past, when student concentra· Day Hicks, suggested that double ses-
tion in a p;irticular school has been sions be run in Roxbury schools. The 
too great, official policy has been posal. The Committee then suggested 
to use public funds to bus students pc.rents objected strongly to this pro-
to other schools in the city, accord- reopening and renovating a former 
ing to the open enrollment system Hebrew school in the Roxbury area 
whereby students may enroll in any which had been uninhabited for some 
Boston public school with empty I time, thereby creating a new school 
Readers Write 
to absorb the overflow. Reaction to 
this plan was sharply negative, both 
by the Roxbury parents and by Bos-
tor.' s Mayor John Collins, who warned 
that federal education appropriations 
might be discontinued to areas where 
segregation, de facto or otherwise, 
was obviously perpetuated. 
Despite repeated appeals from the 
Roxbury parents and suggestions 
from Mayor Collins, the School Com· 
mittee has refused to alter its de-
cision in any way and has instead 
openly questioned overcrowdedness in 
thE: area and continued to deny the 
existence of segregation in the 
schools. "Operation Exodus" is the 
parerats' answer, a costly program of 
busing their children to other Bos· 
ton schools which now includes about 
35C school children at a cost of $1,250 
per week, a cost hitherto assumed by 
the parents themselves because they 
are operating outside School Com· 
A more important reason given is that inspection is necessary Oh Th B ll 
because of certain fire and insurance regulations. A check could be ' OSe e S 
and reasonable petition and explain mittee auspices. 
made at the beginning of the year to see that rules are being adhered Dear Editor: 
to (e.g., that the room is equipped with a metal wastepaper basket As we sat around the common 
and that there arc no large boxes under the beds), and this should room lV first day back, the subject 
be sufficient. came up of how we became accus-
This year several changes have been made regarding signing-in terned to campus customs. I, for one. 
for dormitory work and registration for leaving the campus before had become so fond of Wellesley's 
recesses, indicating that we can be entrusted with certain respon- 1 reveill~ procedures that my first days 
sibilities. However. the continuation of inspection suggests instead back m New York last summer I 
that we do not possess the self-respect or consideration for others d~sperately searche~ for two clocks 
which would prompt us to keep our rooms neat. It is not merely "".1th the most grating alarms pos-
that we object to the inconvenience of having to clean our rooms s'.ble. I set one for 7: 15 and one for 
on a stated day. but rather that we consider the college years as the 7c0· 3u0l·dn~tut the ehffectht unro1rtun1.attt~ly 
· · I b · d f · k approac e sou -sp 1 mg 
time when a sense of orderliness ~h?u d e a~qu1re ?r 1t~ ov.:n sa e gongs that awaken us here. Morning 
a.nd not bec~use of a fear of receiving penalties for vt0latmg mspec- : bells is, indeed, one or our happiest 
t1on regulations. I traditions, providing for a solid half-
hcur or pre·breakfast study, espe-
cially necessary after a solid half-
IBM 
Since the days when matchmaking was left to mother, we have 
evolved through independent dating and mating to the supreme 
matchmaker : a computer that makes us face ourselves by giving us 
what we ask for. (shocking!) 
Through computer cupids may have replaced the obsequious 
observer who surveys our statistics at a mixer, they still follow the 
same pattern of competition as their human forebearers. Harvard 
and M.l.T. -;till vie for Wellesley attention. 
Harvard's Operation Match has provided the inspiration: 
M.l.T. has applied the idea and come up with Contact (possibly a 
more long-acting and effective remedy). Outmatching Match, M.l.T. 
guarantees two-way " ideal" dating. It even allows students to de-
clare themselves "artisticly mute" or "immune to aesthetic experi-
ences." But only with Harvard can you have your very own Match 
area code. (Ours is 01.) 
Contact has the last word: students may say whether they want 
dates who think "The computer is invading too many aspects of our 
personal lives." 
be.tt~-r hurr.!J ... tj\e. lt\Spec.for's 
+CJo V"()OYf\S O..tLJo..~. " 
hour of pre-breakfast sleep the night 
before. 
My friends found my bell fixation 
strange, and. in fact, irrational as 
they recalled stopping me several 
times early last year from smashinit 
a bell outside my door. They have 
convinced me ttat I merely had be-
come used to a routine that basically 
repelled me. 
Therefore, belie\·ing that the only 
student apathy regarding bells arises 
from the fact that those students are 
not arisen by The Bell. and after the 
first few days do not even hear it, 
T propose: 
Whereas the young ladies matricu-
lating at Wellesley are capable of 
"etting their own alarms: 
Whereas the oni,.r possible purpose 
of the bell, viz. the effecting of an 
orderly march to the bathroom and 
'iubsequently to the dining hall is not 
real~~.ed, 
Let the Morning Bell be abolished. 
Sincerely, 
Susan Hill. '67 
Calendar Days 
To the Editor: 
I was very glad to see that News 
devoted an editorial to the past and 
present situation on Calendar Days. 
I would like to add a footnote or two 
to what you covered. The Calendar 
~ay probl~m was undertaken by C.G. 
m the beh~f that we had every right 
and what .1s more the responsibility 
to serve m a new capacity as a 
cl:annel through which students 
~uld effectively discuss and deal 
with problems or interests of major 
co~cern. The Senate meeting at 
which Calendar Days was discussed 
~ast spring was a clear indication that 
m the future Senate could continue 
to serve as an effective opinion gath-
erer. 
A detailed report of the meeting 
and a carefully worked out request 
for the repeal of Calendar Days was 
submitted to the Academic Council. 
What appeared in the Gray Book 
this fall, however, made what C.G. 
had optimistically anticipated a shal-
lcw victory: the situation which now 
E'xists was not what we asked for. 
and the schema listed in the Gray 
Book came as a great surprise. I at 
least expected that someone on the 
Academic Council would write to me 
in answer to our diligently prepared 
why our plan was not completely ac-
1 
Continued on page Six 
ceptable, what part of it would be --- - ----------
adopted, and whether or not the new Clari" f1" Cati" on 
system is to be on a trial or perma-
nent basis. I In two years we may be I 
back where we started!>. No one 
did, unfortunately. Such successful 
rapport with the Academic Council 
To clarify last week's editorial 
on Calendar Days, News Quotes 
the exact present regulation from 
the College Government Hand-
book: is a bit discouraging! On the other hand, as you noted in 
your editorial, we have gained con-
siderable ground. Several of our goals 
were achieved : what long ago should 
h.-ve been a purely social regulation 
was finally moved out of the aca-
demic situation; the red tape and 
ambiguity of penalty involved in ap-
pearing before the Calendar Day Ab-
sc:nce Committee has been elimin-
ated : greater freedom of decision, 
student maturity, and faith in individ-
ual honor have all been acknow-
ledged. I hope that Senate can be 
used again the same way as it was 
for the Calendar Day problem; I 
would like to see a discussion some-
time this year centered around the 
necessity and possibility of having a 
college chaplain. I feel sure that 
Senate's new function will become 
a very useful tool. 
Sincerely, 
Louise Knight '66 
Protest Stereotype 
Dear Editor: 
We would like to take issue with 
the Time magazine article of August 
20, 1965, which compares Wellesley 
with its six "sister" schools. Accord-
in~ to this article, we "are not given 
t,, the long hair, bulging book bags 
and breathless brilliance found at 
Radcliffe." We "lack the Junior-
League-socialite attitude of Smith. 
Vassar's earnest, do-gooder zeal 
eludes" us, nor do we "share the 
compulsive egalitarianism of Barn-
ard students." We "are neither so 
"A student who leaves the col-
lege for the !Thanksgiving> recess 
is required to register the actual 
time of her departure and this 
registered date and time may not 
be earlier than the time at which 
her last regularly scheduled ac-
ademic appointment is completed. 
On returning from the recess each 
resident student must register be-
fore 1 a.m. on the day on which 
her classes begin." 
muscularly athletic as the Bryn Mawr 
girls nor quite so country-sweet as 
the Mount Holyoke lasses." 
It is their negative approach to 
the conclusion that our "distinguish-
ing characteristic" is that we "don't 
stand out" which gives it an adverse 
connotation. They imply that we are 
not capable of becoming anything 
more than "simply wholesome girls 
who make normal, well-adjusted 
housewives and civic-minded citi-
zens." 
The author then proceeds to recog-
nize the outstanding abilities of our 
president as a "writer of poetry, a 
teacher of English, a Ph.D. . . . a 
respected historian," and an "ad-
mirable" administrator. But! . . . he 
fails to acknowledge the significant 
fact that Miss Clapp, herself, is a 
Wellesley College graduate She is 
much more than the "simple," "well-
adjusted," "civic-minded" non-entity 
who is worthy of such acclaim. 
Sincerely, 
KaatriBoies '67 
Leslie Laird '67 
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ABSOLUTELY ASTOUNDING 
STOP . . . HISTORICALLY UN-
Well, here I am, everyone. Don't 
look so disappointed, I'm not as bad 
as all that. I am the oldest and wis-
est, or, in other words, I was the 
PRECEDENTED . . . STOP . . . first created, the first born through 
the labors of the Class of 1967. The 
INCREDIBLE, INCOMPARABLE · · · instant I was born I began to talk 
IT TOOK THE FIRST LORD SEVEN and walk and sing and I haven't 
stopped yet, to the considerable dis-
... STOP ... Btrr NOW, ALL THIS may of my sibling comrades. But 
then I guess you haven't even met 
... IN ONE KNIGHT'S STAND · · · 1 them so, allow me-you haven't any 
STOP ... STOP! other choice, you know. 
That noble-spirited, dust-coated 
young man over there came right 
after me and has been tripping all 
over my feet ever since. But he's a 
sincere youth, trampled down under 
Lhe callous feet of the upper classes, 
a man whose fervent affirmations of 
adoration never reach the regal ears 
for which they were meaht but fall 
limply in the dark cloak of shame 
that coats the graceless form of this 
social outcast. 
No Flames • Ill Hot September 
by Marjorie Fox '68 I moments, and he was all set. His I dancers were certainl:v lively. but 
Those critics who decry lack of the crowds at almost any mixer could 
originality in the American theatre have done as well. 
will find plenty of e~idence in ~ot What about the costume and set 
September, the musical adaptat~on dC"signers? Theoni V. Aldridge seem-
oi William Inge's Picnic, ?laymg ingly couidn't decide whether teen· 
through October 9 at Boston s Shu- age fashion sense went beyond Small-
but Theatre. town, so she compromised: the girls 
The creators have borrowed the stayed in Smalltown frocks while the 
folksiness of Our Town, and the teen- guys were hep to jeans and tee shirts 
age silliness of Bye Bye Birdie, com- and Brooks Brothers suits. 
The brightest spot of the show is 
Lee Lawson"s portrayal of Millie, the 
gawky but immensely likeable kid 
sister. Time after time she sparkecl 
the stage and really lit a fire with 
her show-stopping "Tell Me the 
Truth," plaintive expression of her 
worries before a first date. 
Perhaps seeing these two is worth 
seeing the whole show, but we doubt 
whether a public already so involved 
with the youth cult needs another 
none too enlightening view of it. 
E. T. Resumes 
Workshops 
Wellesley College Experimental 
Theatre is resuming this year its 
program of Theatre Workshops as a 
training ground for prospective ac-
tresses and directors. 
A workshop production consists of 
a short play, scene, or selection 
chosen by the director, running from 
15 to 20 minutes and featuring a 
small cast using impromptu costumes 
and props. 
Learning Project 
Five to six rehearsals are usually 
adequate since the purpose of the 
project is to acquaint both actor and 
director with some of the problems 
involved in stagil\Et. interpretation. 
needs of the actor and the role of 
the director. The selection is per-
formed on the wagon stage in Jewett 
Rehearsal Room for an audience of 
Wellesley College Theatre members 
only. 
But behold, the pious one ap-
proaches, the wholly of holies. He 
was born with the sweet intoxication 
of prayer filling the air, with devo-
tion scrawled across his pious face 
and a golden bottle in his mouth. His 
head was high in the sky and his 
hc.nds outstretched, clinging to the 
holy vessel from which poured forth 
that omnipotent, life-giving substance 
that ultimately warms all human 
flesh. 
Four dates are availa'41e for Work-
i.hop productions in the full term: 
Wednesdays, October 20 and 'n, No-
vember 10 and 17, at 4:40 p.m. Par-
ticipation is open to any student in 
the college. 
U you are interested in any of the 
openings, either for acting or direct-
ing, or for further information, con· 
tact one of the heads of Experi-
mental Theatre: Nina Kaufman 
(235-1760) or Margie Holley (235-
9040). 
Comedy Pummels Psychiatry, 
Lerner Smash Earns Acclaim 
by Jane Canter '68 I lance in her attempts to stop smok-
ing so that she will be acceptable 
· h · 1 tn her fiance's emr>lo:ver. This in 
bined them with the teen-age violence 
of West Side Story and the choreog-
raphy of Hullabaloo, and come up 
with a production that not only 
seems to have been done before, but 
certainly has been done better. 
Problem Lies In Story 
The root of the problem lies in the 
story itself. It tells of a misunder-
stood bum trying-to-go-straight who 
arrives in Smalltown, U.S.A. and 
procedes to antagonize everyone 
while winning the heart of Miss Sweet 
Young Thing away from her boy-
friend, Joe College. In the meantime. 
the story also gives us views of such 
original characters as maiden teach-
ers, a gawky kid sister, the friendly 
neighborhood cop, and the nice old 
lady next door. 
Set designer Oliver Smith decked 
the stage with standard Smalltown 
scenery and a glistening pizzeria, but 
redeemed himself with one backdrop 
of flashing signs and phrases which 
approached a pop-art expression of 
today's youth cult. 
Two Bright Spots 
Is there E.S.P. m t e musica · itself is not the problem which in-
Though he is humble, he contin- comedy business? The answer is yes. terests the doctor. He is fascinated 
ually turns his spirits upward, soar- and the E.S.P. is in Alan J. Lerner's instead with the fact that she can 
ing higher ;:mti hi~h':.':- . le:l\'in;r lhC' new hit-"On A Clear Day You Can p1edict the phone's ring, can encour-
earth behind through his very devo- See Forever." I t t b · th 
The actors filling these roles all 
look their parts, but most seem to be 
posing rather than acting. We sup-
pose that, given such stereotyped 
roles, an actor finds little room for 
creativity. 
Music Also Stereotyped 
How do composers and lyricists 
supply a score for such a plot? 
Kenneth Jacobson and Rhoda Rob-
erts chose to stay right on the stereo-
typed path, expressing the noble 
S('ntiments of frustrated youth in 
songs whose titles--"A Guy Like 
Me," "I Blew It," and "I Got It 
Made"-are no more impressive 
than their tunes. 
Two exceptions are "You," a 
rather appealing ballad, and "Show 
Me Where the Good Times Are," a 
carefree expression of fun. The leads, 
Sean Garrison and Kathryn Hays, 
show musical potential but still need 
more training. 
Dance Lively But . . . 
The next problem goes to the 
choreographer. Danny Daniels, but 
t& him it was no problem at all. 
He merely had to watch Hullabaloo 
or Shindig, catch a glimpse of West 
Side Story for the more exciting 
By now you must be wondering 
if there are any ladies in the old 
family album. There they are. the 
septuplets, seven lovely ladies, stand· 
ing side by side, the last to make 
their way into the world. Don't let 
the simultaneity of their births scare 
you-think how alma mater must 
hcve felt; besides, these ladies are 
quite distinctive. Take the one with 
the golden locks, she's the one the 
social outcast's been chasing. See 
how different she is from all the 
others, see how she stands out-she's 
SI' normative, so well-adjusted, so 
elegantly nondescript. But don't 
worry if you can't tell them apart 
now: in time it becomes inordinately 
simple. 
Gad! I'm afraid I must be running 
along now. Got a date waiting and 
must get my co-progeny over to the 
alumna before long, all 66 of them 
plan to make the scene. You make 
67-not bad for One Knight's Stand! 
One Knight's Stand-October 8 and 
9-Alum-Come! 
But a play produced by Lelan" 
Hayward and David Merrick an · 
directed by Joshua Logan, all knowr 
for their big hits, can't be all bad, 
and there are two bright spots in 
the show. One is provided by Love-
lady Powell's portrayal of Rosemary 
Sydney, a teacher teetering on the 
brink of spinsterhood, boldly declar-
ing her independence one moment, 
desperately ti:ying to trap a man the 
other: she and three of her cronies 
won one of the audience's biggest 
responses with their denunciation of 
marriage, "Who Needs It." 
The show stars Louis Jourdan as age P an s 0 grow Y coaxmg em, 
tion to the things of that e:'r1 r. ·' I and can practically hypnotize her-
astra per aspera," quoth this pious a handsome. bachelor psychiatrist, self. Under hypnosis, Daisy goes back 
infant on the day of his birth and Dr. Mark Bruckner, and Barbara to the eighteenth century and relates 
indeed he has taken more than his Harris as his E.S.P.-possessing pa- to him tales of her previous existence 
share of the hard stuff of earthly tient, Daisy Gamble, in witty and al' Melinda Moncrief. 
sustenance, despite his apparent totally delightful spoof on the insti- As Daisy-Melinda, Miss Harris is 
youth. tution of psychiatry in America. a wonderful treat. One of the high-!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!~~~!!~~!.I ·Daisy seeks Dr. Bruckner's assis- lights of the show is her demonstra-
Guest Juniors ..• 
Continued from page One 
ewe to music, Spanish to sports-
indicate the outstanding academic 
and extracurricular performance for 
which they are known on their own 
campuses. Besides taking three 
courses here, several girls are audit-
ing classes or taking gym, and all 
B t ·t 1 st ou think the rest 1 are participating in some extracur-u wru • e Y · 1 t' 't M k' r bl th se two These cats ricu ar ac 1v1 y. any are wor mg 
o. us resem e o · b k t · · h d 
h 11 Wl·ng like I mean ac s age on Junior s ow an one. over ere rea Y s ' S d A t ·11 be . "t 
tt·ey really know their way around an ra van · WI .m 1 . . 
the alley, seein' everything and notin' Sandra, from Kn~xville College m 
th. Lik the other knight Tennessee. would hke to earn her every mg. e · d t t · E l' h I th" h · these cats spotted the pink pink ~c. ora e m ng is · n. is s e is 
panther sneakin' past the peepman typical of the Guest Juniors, who all 
with some dame. All of a sudden, plan to g!> to grad~ate school. 
k h d h 1 l·ke 1 mean that Professors Research squea • t u • ow· 1 Th th th E 1· h · 
cloddy cat tripped on his whiskers 1 e ree 0 er ng is ma1ors are 
d 1 d d-all pawsed. Made Elean?r Houston from Lemoyne Col-
an an _e . lcge m Tennessee, Carolyn Walker 
enough noise to scare the unicorn f St p 1. C 11 · v· · · and my swinging cool cat siblings rom ·. a~ s 0 ege m .1rgm!a, 
· tood b l'k T g to see and Annie Hill from Shaw University 
Just s y, 1 e wai m I in North Carolina. Annie was "over-
what woul~ ,come. B~t the pee~man whelmed and surprised" at the 
was gra?bm some winks and missed friendliness of Wellesley girls. So far, 
that cats meow. she feels her classes are not much 
Info Bureau Sells 
Symphony Tickets 
Wellesley students who did not sign 
u~' in time for the season tickets for 
the Thursday night open rehearsals 
o; the Boston Symphony Orchestra 
need not give up hope of hearing the 
series, according to Mrs. Twombly of 
the Information Bureau. Unknown to 
most students, the College has eight 
season tickets to each Saturday night 
concert which are resold at cost 
<$2.75 1 to music students on Monday 
of the week preceeding the concert, 
to all students on Tuesday, and to 
faculty and students with dates on 
Wednesday. 
The first Saturday night concert 
this year will be held October 2. 
Under the direction of Erich Leins-
dorf, the orchestra will peform Wag-
ner's "A Siegfried Idyll." Then, with 
the Harvard Glee Club and Radcliffe 
Choral Society, led by their conduc-
tor, Elliot Forbes, and the New Eng-
land Conservatory Chorus, conducted 
by Lorna Cooke De Varon, the orches-
tr& will play Beethoven's 9th Sym-
phony with the magnificent finale 
harder than those at Shaw. 
Pat McDaniel, a biology major 
from Philander Smith College in 
Arkansas, is impressed by the schol-
arship of her professors. "When your 
i11structors have actually done re-
st-arch it makes you feel like you can 
di' it someday, too." She also has 
found Wellesley students friendly, and 
adds, "I knew they couldn't be too 
different from the alumnae in Ark-
ansas who came running to me with 
postcards and pictures and offering 
to help in all sorts of ways." 
Likes Language Lab 
The other biology major, Pat Dan-
iel from Tuscaloosa College in Ala-
bama, would like to do research 
after graduate school. Among other 
activities, she is interested in doing 
hospital work for Service Organiza-
tion and at present is concentrating 
o:i guitar lessons. 
Ruth Stubblefield, a French and 
Spanish major from Dillard Univer-
sity in Louisiana, is delighted with 
Wellesley's language lab facilities. 
After graduate school she is thinking 
of entering college teaching. 
Bryn Mawr Exchange 
tion of the freshness and enthusiasm 
Irma Ellis, a Sociology major from of her dancing and singing in "On 
Tuskegee Institute in Alabama, re- The S.S. Bernard Cohn." The cos~ 
marked on the academic spirit of tumes, designed by Freddy Wittop, 
Wellesley and also the large role of are particularly imaginative in the 
'radition. Psychiatric social work scenes from Melinda's English life. 
:ifter graduate school is her goal. In comparison to Miss Harris, Mr. 
"Wonderful Opportunity" Jourdan seems weak. Although thor-
Valjean Myers from St. Augustine's oughly charming, he cannot quite 
College in North Carolina, seemed to compete with .Miss Harris' vitality. 
sum up the Guest Juniors' reactions: Perhaps if the directors had put 
"It's wonderful-the atmosphere and further emphasis on Dr. Bruckner's 
the girls them~lves." A music ma- personal interest in Daisy, rather 
jor, she finds education here more than on his clinical interest, his role 
"extensive and involved" than at would have been strengthened. This 
home. emphasis would also have yielded a 
Although it is hard for the girls more satisfying conclusion to the en· 
t'l form opinions so early in the year. tire performance. 
certain aspects seem to impress them Titos Vandis deserves special 
all. Those taking a language enjoy praise for his characterization of 
the language lab and the opportunity Themistocles Kriakas, a Greek ship-
to converse. Most of the girls are ping tycoon. Kriakas, who is inter-
from small, predominantly Negro, ested in E.S.P. to find out who he 
<·o-ed institutions and are surprised will be in his reincarnation so he 
at the social freedom Wellesley girls can will his fortune to the lucky man, 
have. All remark on the friendliness displays a dancing style full of verve 
of the girls and the beauty of the I and vigor. mt.be~ Ross's musical 
campus. And as one said, "I wouldn't and dance staging is excellent 
miss this experience for the world." throughout. 
CDM&j 
••••••••••••••chorus on Schiller's "Ode to Joy." 
Audrey Thomas, a History major. 
was an exchange student at Bryn 
Mawr for two weeks last spring. 
Secretary of student government at 
Clark College in Georgia, she has 
joined the Civil Rights group and 
Young Democrats here. After grad-
uate school she would like to enter 
the fore.\'.tl service. 
OBS£RVE 
RSl{EUU~ 
Boys, Mixers, Quiet Walks, Noisy Fun 
76 'ITomhones Not As Many ... 
"Do You Really Want Those M &M's, Son·!" 
StudPnt Jtgency 
Laundri· W Cleaning 
Only official College-Approved Pick-up and delivery 
in Residence Halls. 
MONDAY-TO-FRIDAY SERVICE 
Personal Laundry - Drycleaning - Leather Cleaning 
Rug Cleaning - Pillows - Blankets - Drapes - Spreads 
Fur Cleaning - Fur and Garment Storage 
See the student agent in your residence hall. 
PILGRIM 
LAUNDRY 
Let the Pilgrim Maid Care for Your Fabrics 
Wellesley 
"Shakespeare's My Favorite, Too!." 
TimeToSeeThroughTheEyeOf 
Campus Life's In Swing Again 
Girls Do That? 
"Now Was That Tab or Coke?" 
fhePainter... Or The Dreamer 
. . .But Just As Diverting 







HATHAWAY HOUSE BOOKSHOP 
....... ......... . ..... 
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Operation ~Crossroads 
Offers Contrasts J or 
Africa' 
Seniors 
by Su<.anne Slesin '66 
Seniors Sally Engle and Linda SUi-
ton have returned from a summer of 
participation in Operation Crossroads 
Africa. 
A total of two hundred and forty-
two students were selected to he part 
of this pro~ram, which stimulates 
boh inter-racial understanding and 
study of the ways and mores of 
various areas in Africa. 
Eighteen Countries Covered 
The groups, which included nurses, 
social workers, home economists, and 
teachers as well as students, were 
SE:nt to eighteen different countries. 
Sally Engle lived in Northern Nigeria, 
where her group, made up of thirty 
Americans, Canadians and Nigerians, 
was working on the building of a 
school: Linda Sulton was stationed in 
Axim, a town situated on the coast 
of Ghana. 
Both girls talked excitedly about 
the contrasts between their two loca-
tions. Linda's community in Ghana 
included a num~ of professional 
people, many of wliom invited her to 
their homes; several discussions cen-
tered around. the widely-read, con-
troversial articles of Time. 
In contrast Sally's workcamp was 
i1' a Muslim area where polygamy 
\~as common and women lived in 
purdah, barred from the vote. 
Changed PerspecUves 
The slower tempo of life in Africa 
was a factor to which both Linda 
and Sally enjoyed becoming adjusted. 
They mostly enjoyed the relaxed at-
mosphere and the warmth and en-
tl1usiasm which was offered to them 
everywhere. 
They brought back with them not 
only a real sense of knowledge about 
the areas which they visited and the 
people whom they met, but also a 
new sense of perspective about the 
United States itself. 
A .--r and her cblld participate m an "~." • ma.a dlrtlteldlll· 
Everywhere they went, they were 
received with warmth and enthu-
siasm, whether it be at the site of 
their project or at the schools and 
institutions which they visited. 
On Wednesday, October 6 at 4:30 
p.m. in Billings, Linda and Sally 
will discuss their trip, show slides 
and speak with anyone who is in-
terested in the program. 
Interns Investigate 
Continued from page One 
siderably different. As a staff assis-
tant for the House Judiciary Com-
mittee, Ellen Boneparth was involved 
in a "very professional atmosphere," 
since none of the staff members are 
elected, all are lawyers and most 
have been on the staff for 10-15 years. 
During her internship Ellen was 
directly involved with the formula-
tion of such legislation as the Presi-
dential disability bill and the voting 
rights bill and took part in the sched-
uling of debate and strategy for the 
latter bill, since the staff anticipated 
filibusters or other obstacles. 
Interns Work In Agencies 
About two-thirds of Washington's 
summer interns work off the hill for 
departments and agencies. The 
Wellesley group had four interns in 
the Agency for International Devel-
opment cAIDl-Carolyn Cook on the 
Afghanistan desk: Joyce Kennedy on 
Ceylon-Nepal: Zoe Sarbannes on Col-
ombia. and Jutta Klein. intern to 
William C. Gibbons, director of Con-
gressional liaison staff of AID. 
Mary Ellen Fischer worked in the 
Sally Englf' '66 roUs out the barrel with two co-workers, an Amertcu and an Russian division of the United States 
African. The drum is to be filled with well-water. which is to he used for Information Agency and Sally Waid 
mixing concrete. I was an intern with the National Labor 
Relations Board. 
Civil Rights Groun to Confront Hill and Agency Differ 
F Carolyn Cook, who worked for a 
B k C • congressman during the second part Housing, voting, 00 rises of the summer after her AID intern-
ship, says you "feel a little bit more 
Campaigning for School Committee 
candidate Mel King, a book drive, 
voter registration, fair housing ac-
tivities, sponsoring speakers and 
tt•toring are some of the activities 
planned by the Civil Rights Group 
this year, according to chairman, 
Sally Engle '66. 
Since Mr. King, who was sched-
uled to speak at the group's first 
weeting on Sept. 23, had to postpone 
hi:<: visit, the meeting was used to 
outline various programs in which 
Wellesley girls can participate this 
year. 
campaign should call Sally Engle in 
Shafer. 
Promote Better Housing 
"Call for Action" is a new program 
designed to promote better housing 
conditions in Boston. Under the au-
spices of the American Friends 
Service ·Committee, it would allow 
girls from Wellesley to inspect apart-
ments, discussing the defects with 
the tenants, and make reports to the 
city which can force the landlords 
t;1 improve their property. Those in-
terested in this program should also 
get more information from Sally 
Aid Campaign Engle. 
One of the most immediate is The tutoring of underprivileged 
removed from everyday government" 
in an agency. but that if you have a 
particular interest or want to go into 
government work, an agency offers 
a ideal job. 
The three interns on AID country 
desks did research on certain aspects 
of their country's development, wrote 
up reports, helped with cables and in 
addition were given the widest learn-
ing experience possible. "U you have 
initiative," explains Carolyn, "you 
can read files, have time to study 
and read about your country assign-
ment, and get involved in debates on 
different aspects of AID." 
Other Agecles Similar 
Agency work for Mary Ellen was 
similar, although it also included 




Sends S. 0. 
Appeal 
Kenya 
by Marji Siegel '66 
A young Wellesley graduate from If the girls are prevented from 
Kenya has appealed to her alma t:iking the examination, which is re-
mater to assist her in educating the quired of all high school seniors in 
girls in her country less fortunate former British colonies and common-
than she and has received an answer wealth countries, "it would mean a 
from Service Organization. waste of four years in high school 
Two weeks ago Miss Clapp received for these childr~n who will. be forced 
a letter from Nguru Kimani, '64, de- tJ r~~urn to the~t. home~. without any 
scribing the desperate needs of the cert1f1cates or diplomas. 
Mary Leakey Girls' School in Nai- The Mary Leakey School was an 
robi, Kenya, of which she became intermediate school for grades 6-8 
headmistress last May. under the management of the Ang-
s.o. Votes Funds Hean C~urch until 1964 when it was 
Last week at "' special bo rd t- made mto a secondary school for 
· ""' a mee grades 9 and 10 
mg of S.O. the organization voted to . . . · 
provide Miss Kimani's school with Miss K1maru has only four ot~er 
$500 from the emergency fund and staff mem~rs unde.r her, two bemg 
to look into giving further assistance locally tramed Afnc~s. one a 63 
oPce the fund drive, being conducted year old teacher with t~e Peace 
throughout campus this week is com- Corps and the fourth a Dan~sh volun-
pleted ' teer. The teachers have no hbrary for 
· reference material and many of the 
"I was very shocked last month," students, who are supposed to be 
writes Miss Kimani, "when the Chief learning biology, chemistry and 
Ir.Spector of Schools came to my physics have never seen a micro-
school and, finding that we did not scope. 
h1we a library and science laboratory Self-Help Demanded 
on campus, he told me that if by next 
year we shall not have built them 
our students will not be allowed to 
sit for the Cambridge ~hool Cer-
tificate examination in 1967." 
Government Controls Schools 
Miss Kimani explains that although 
"this may sound strange or intrigu-
ing to an American;• since all schools 
In Kenya are government-conntrolled, 
such a threat from the Ministry of 
Education is of great concern. 
Although the Kenya government 
controls all the schools, it has no 
more money to build any schools at 
the moment. As a result it has asked 
all existing schools to start "self-
help" schemes of raising money or 
otherwise close down. 
The school needs $14,000 for the 
new projects and is able to make 
only minimal demands on the stu-
dents' oarents. The per capita in-
Continued on page Eight 
~~---~--------~-~ 
Jutta worked a good part of the 
summer. 
In the agencies two seminars were 
held each week, during which de-
partment heads would discuss dif-
ferent phases of agency work. And 
ii' all agency or congressional office's 
an eight hour day was only the begin-
ning. 
In addition to late afternoon sem-
inars by the Democratic Study Group 
in the house, the Republican Con-
gressmen, or other university pro-
g1 ams, the Wellesley-Vassar Intern-
ship conducted it's own after-work 
seminar program, with about two 
seminars a week. 
Seminars 'Excellent' 
in Washington life: being on the 
House floor when the astronauts were 
in Washington shaking hands with 
the Vice President, or going to a 
Pllrty at the Mexican Embasgy, or 
getting involved in a discussion with 
one of the senators who visited the 
picnic given by Sen. Jacob Javits' 
Interns. 
Larry O'Brien Memorable 
Of all the unexpected, probably the 
most memorable for many of the 
Wellesley interns was the hour and 
a haU discussion with Larry O'Brien 
in his White House Office !which 
was directly above the President's 
pc rsonal office. l 
J At that time special assistant to 
Molly Shanley, chairman of the the President on Congressional Af-
Wellesley group, teels that the sem- fairs and now as of the last month 
inars "on the whole tended to be I the new Postmaster General Mr' 
excellent, particularly in the real op- O'Brien gave the interns an ho~r and 
portunity for discussion with the a half for a lively discussion of the 
s_pe~kers." Since ~e .seminars were president, the Congress and politics 
hm1t~d to the 30 girls m .the program, in general. Having willingly agreed 
question ~nd answer periods were not to the gathering, as proposed by a 
only possible but :encouraged. family friend, Mr. O'Brien insisted 
Among the serrun~. ~peakers were it had been one of the most enjoy-
~ean A~heson., who 1:mttated the ~m- able and relaxing afternoons he'd 
1r.ars With ~ ~sc_uSSI~n or. the Umted spent in years <The interns later 
States p~r~1c1pahon 1~ Vietnam ~nd learned the only group he'd enjoyed 
the Domm1can Republic: Cong. Rich- more were 70 girls from Mount Boly-
ard Boling, who discussed his ideas oke!) 
for reforming the organization of the 
House, which were later brought into 
question in other seminars by Cong. 
John Brademas and Cong. Edith 
Green. 
Speakers From Varied Fields 
John Stewart, legislative assistant 
t., Vice President Humphrey and a 
coordinator of the ci vii rights pro-
grams: Dr. John Saloma of MIT. 
president of the Ripon Society, one 
of the two strongest liberal Repub-
lican groups; Earl Mazo, who con-
ducted a question and answer period 
on his inside view of politics and on 
political reporting: and Sen. George 
l\TrGovern, former director of Food 
for Peace. 
Russian Seminar Unusual 
The seminar at the Russian Em-
basgy had a particularly interesting 
twist. Prepared to discuss political 
questions with the speaker, the in-
terns were cordially seated in a large 
room and shown a film on Russian 
ballet. with Russian narration and 
no subtitles. 
For everyone seven weeks was far 
too short. Nine stayed on; all hope to 
go back. 
Roxbury Parents .. 
Continued from page Two 
Mothers March for Funds 
In order to continue this expensive 
program, the mothers of Roxbury, 
~eaded by Mrs. Ellen Jackson, organ-
ized a march for funds on Sunday 
September 19. A large group of Rox-
bury parents and gympathizers, in-
cluding a contingent from the Welles-
ley Civil Rights Group transported 
by Mr. Philip Phibbs, Assistant Pro-
f£ssor of Political Science, walked 
from door to door in various areas of 
Boston and appealed for contributions 
helping with Mr. King's campaign. children by Wellesley students will 
He 1t. supported by the Citizens for continue this year. Required for all 
Better Schools and needs creative tutors is an orientation meeting at 
people to help both in the admin- the Tremont Methodist Church on 
istration of the campaign and in Thursday, Sept. 30. It is stressed 
making posters. Also, voter registra- that tutors remember that they 
lion and election day help will be are making a definite commitment 
nt'eded. and there will be a benefit to tutor every week at a certain 
j>l.'rformance of "In White America" time. See Helen Cooper, '66, Shafer 
on Wednesday, Oct. 20. 1 for application forms and informa-
duced by the Labor Board to the But the Wellesley-Vassar interns 
many a.spect~ of the 1.a_bor :novement. I were not to be denied and when the 
Jutta s. umque. ~s1~on m. the AID speaker, a representative of the Cul-
Ccngress1onal liaison s office gave ture Minister stated that he was best 
her experience with the agency, the versed on c~ltural matters the in-
Con~ess. and the executive branch terns managed to ask him questions 
The mterest of one congresswoman on culture-with political overtones. 
ir the development of human re-
As a result of the Sunday march, 
funds sufficient to continue the pro-
gram for about five weeks have been 
collected. Asked if there would be 
more "Mothers' Marches" in the fu-
ture, Mrs. Jackson said definitely 
there would be. "We hope also to col-
lect funds through the activity of 
the various national 'celebrities' of 
our movement who will come to Bos-
ton to help," she said, "for without 
cutside assistance we parents will not 
~ financially able to continue Oper-
ation Exodus indefinitely." Anyone wanting to help in this tion. 
sources in a particular country re- Then there were the numerous un-
suited in a 70 page report on which expected thrills which are inherent 
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Harvard Professors Discuss Viet Nam, 
New Directions in Dissent Suggested· 
The Harvard Graduate Chapter 
of Students for a Democrati.; Society 
and the Boston Area Faculty Commit-
tee on Foreign Policy sponsored a 
panel of speakers on Viet Nam at 
the Lowell Lecture Hall, Cambridge, 
Mass .. Monday, September 'J:l. 
peace is not something to be ashamed 
of when one acts in an intelligent 
and moderate way. He proposed that 
1965 be the year to begin a new tra· 
dition : that it be "the year to oppose 
the President in wartime and say he's 
wrong." 
Student Action Indicated 
John Rubenstein added that since 
the Democratic and Republican 
parties are not interested in debating 
issues, organizations like Students 
ror a Democratic Society, the May 
2nd Movement and independent com-
mittees across the country would 
Conn. Insurance 
Gives Education 
Grant to College 
Connecticut General Life Insurance 
Company has given $540 to Wellesley 
College, under the company's direct 
and matching grants Program of Aid 
to Higher Education made annually 
w privately supported colleges and 
universities throughout the nation. 
The speakers included Stanley Mil-
let. Profeo;-;or of Government at Adel· 
phi University and editor of Viet 
RePort Hans Morganlhau. Professor 
of Foreign Policy and International 
Relations at the University of Chi-
cago, H. Stewart Hughes of Harvard 
University, and John Rubenstein. a 
teaching assistant in History at Har· 
vard University. 
have to assume the responsibility . -~!::~~ 
A new direction in dissent was sug-
gested by the speakers at this meet· I 
The company makes direct grants 
to institutions whose graduates have 
been salaried employees and career 
agents of Connecticut General for ten 
years or more. The direct grants are 
given annually as long as the grad-
uate remains with the company. In 
addition, Connecticut General annual-
ly matches the gilts made by salaried 
employees and career agents. 
America's Role 
Meeting on the first day of Har· 
vard 's fall term, the panel addressed 
an audience composed largely of stu· 
dents and considered the question : 
ing. It will be interesting to see how Bright memories or their y~ar abroad hring "miles to tbe faces of Juniors 
the intellectual communiy of Amer· 11. to r. l Pam Gray, Scottie Pryor, Mary Ellen Geer, and Sally House-
icr. responds to it in the coming year. I holder. Jeanne Kightlinger was ab . tm when photo was ~---
Hrw Viet Nam should be discussed 
by the college community in the com· 
in(. year. Seniors Return To Campus Life 
According to a company spokes-
man, this annual program is designed 
w show appreciation for the contri-
butions made by institutions of higher 
learning to the development of com-
pany employees. It also reflects the 
company's conviction that the busi-
ness world should contribute to the 
much-needed financial support of pri· 
vate institutions. 
Stanley Millet said that after last 
si:·ring's discussions and teach-ins. 
there are no longer disputed facts 
about Viet Nam. South Viet Nam has 
been destroyed; the only problem re· 
maining is who will put the pieces of 
thP economy and society back to-
gether. "As Sartre said there is no 
longer a Jewish question but only a 
Christian question, so now there is 
no longer a Viet Nam question but 
only an American question." Millet 
bt·lieves that the question, "What 
kind of people are we?" should be 
discussed this year. 
Following Year of Study Abroad 
Since 1958 the company has given 
different families in Madrid. Scottie through this program a total of 
New Look at Ourselves 
Hans Morganthau continued this 
theme by suggesting that this year 
people consider Viet Nam as a case 
in point about what is wrong with 
our foreign and military policy. For 
instance, since communism is no 
longer a monolithic threat to the 
United States as it was in the late 
1940's and early 1950's, our forei® 
policy should illow for such seir-
examination. 
H. Stewart Hughes and John Rub· 
enstein were concerned with the 
problem of how, in a democracy, one 
can conduct a nation-wide opposition 
to the government's foreign policy. 
Hughes urged that being militant for 
by Susan Pillsbury 
Eight Wellesley students from the 
Class of 1966 spent their Junior Year 
studying abroad. They are Pam Gray. 
Jean Kightlinger, Miriam Levering. 
Debbie Dickmann, Sally Householder. 
Scottie Pryor, Mary Ellen Geer and 
Pam Price. 
Tufts provided a number of "ele-
gant mixers" with the ''right" people, 
but, as Debbie said, students were 
barred from making many friends 
among the Neopolitan people by the 
difficulty of Italian dialects and by 
the limited freedom allowed to young 
Neopolitan women by the social 
" Abroad" in Miriam Levering·s mores. 
case meant the Cooperative Program Debbie studied Latin. Greek and 
for Critical Languages at Princeton. archaeology, her courses being sup-
where she studied Chinese. For Pam p!emented by weekly field trips to 
Price it was far-away India which ~uch places as Capri, Paestum, and 
she writes about in her article in Pnmnei. Tufts directed all cour~e<: . 
this issue. Miriam's program will be Bl'<'irlf'" f'l::i<:<:ir<: fhf' nro0 r::im ,,1.," 
discussed in next week's News. ,.u,,r-. '""'r"f'" in Tt"li"n :irt "'"";,. 
Naples Exotic .,n.i <:or>inlnav. Thf'rP wprf' thirhr in 
The rest of the girls went to Eur- 1h,, """"" 
ope. Among them, perhaps Debbie M'• .. trM i;o,.;pntflv 
Dickmann found · herself facin~ the A lr" ;., lho T ,.i;n """' "' tho ... ny·T~ 
most "exotic" environment. Living in .,...,., C::rntliP Prvor " C::n-.ni<:h m..,;,..,. 
Naples under the "Tufts in Italv" ., ... ,..,.iina hor Tnnior v.,.,,. in M.,~ .. ;~ 
nrogram, she ran into poverty and 1m'1Pr <:;mith f"flll""f''<: nrnar-.m .,.,,P 
class systems very different from 1Q4l4-li'> nro"rnm inrh1~eil 1:l pirlc: 
the social systems in freer. more who werP fir!'t tr:iine<l in l\nanic:h 
prosperous Northern Eurol)e. at Barcelona and then placed with 
Life • ID India Proves Rigorous 
by Pamela Price '67 I health, of having our own cook and 
Editor's note: This ls the second kitchen - thus cutting down on op-
part of a story by Pamela Price '67 portunities for regular informal con-
conceming her experiences In India, tact with the Indian students. 
where she studied tbe past academic Drawbacks to Communication 
yur. The first part of the story was Also, we were very conscious of a 
printed In the September 23 issue of common Indian attitude that Ameri-
Nl'ws. can women are sinful creatures and 
Tbe American's Attitude we did not want to damage the repu· 
lectual freedom and tremendous in· 
tellectua I responsibility. 
Immediate Appreciation 
A most important aspect of the 
year was the enlarged role educa-
tion played in most of the lives of 
the students with me in Hyderabad. 
We were reading constantly about In· 
dia - her politics, art, sociology, re-
ligion - and for the first time for 
many of us, what we were studying 
became terribly relevant to what we 
were doing and thinking every day. 
It gave meaning to our existence in 
Iudia. Once we could understand 
the lives and events around us, we 
could understand why we went 
perhaps met more people than did $358,899 in unrestricted financial aid 
the other travelling Juniors since the to private colleges and universities. 
Spanish in Madrid is pure and the The amount given this year repre-
people were friendly . For Scottie. the I sents a ~ percent increase over 1964 
best part of the year was her chance 
to see the ''family side of Spanish 
life ... 
Classes were taught by Spanish 
professors in Smith's own institute 
in Madrid. Severn! facets of her con· 
tact with the Spanish intellectual life 
impressed Scottie. Her teachers were 
all practitioners in their fields, and 
Madrid being the center of Spanish 
intellectual life, the professors knew 
most of the contemporary artists and 
writers whose works they were teach· 
1ng. The city offered many advan-
tages lo the Smith group including 
a suitable place for their weekly art 
tutorial : the Prado. 
Spec:ialization Common 
In contrast to the Spanish warmth 1 
was the cool attitude three students 
on the Sweet Briar Year Abroad 
fo1.1nd in Paris. However, Mary Ellen 
Geer. Pam Gray, and Jean Kight-
linger would not have missed the 
ac;idemic and cullural advantages 
U•ey gained by studying French Ian· 
guage and cullure at the Sorbonne. 
E:ich girl took a mixture of courses. 
scme from the Sorbonne, some taught 
under Sweet Briar direction. 
In their courses at the University 
of Paris the girls learned how spe-
cialized French literature study is. 
A literature course usually treats one 
author and is "oriented towards the 
historical aspect" of the author. ac· 
cording to Mary Ellen Geer. This 
means studying the books, popular 
id~s. opinions, of the times the 
author lived in. 
Any Senior not in possession of 
a cap and/ or gown, please con· 
tact Barbara Munson, 235-1079 
1 Shafer > by Sunday night, Oc-
tober 3. 
~······················ 
~ The New York State Profession· 
al Careers Test will be given on~ 
~December 4, 1965. Students in~~ 
tcresled in the program should 
~make application to take the ex-
amination with Mrs. Nee in the 
Placement Office by November 
12. Because the test will be ad· 
ministered at Wellesley if there 
are enough candidates, applicants 
are urged to contact Mrs. Nee as 
early as possible. ~ 
···•••·•·••··········• 
Open Senate Meeting, Wednesday, 
Oct. 6, 7:30 in Billings. 
I. Heporl on the annual National 
Student Association Conference 
Polly Gambrill '67 
2. Singing groups' request to earn 
money Crystal Thomas '66 
Tabor Williams '66 
Louis Forbush '66 
3. Report on the 3rd annual Worn· 
en's College Conference at Pem-
broke Jennie Gerard '66 
Louise Knight '66 
Independence In Study 4. Explanation of the judicial sys-
Lack of syllabi or required texts I tern Pam Leach '66 
Continued on page Eil!hl 
My fellow students and I took a tations of our Indian girl friends by 
middle positiqn between a living-like- having them seen regularjy with us 
the-natives attitude and an isola- in public. Because of this unfortu· 
tionist attitude regarding things In· nate attitude and because of the com· 
dian. Perhaps because we were plex and alien Indian attitudes re-
young, we could withstand the rigors garding relations between the sexes 
of third class trains and crowded the American girls found it wise to 
buses, and we dared to eat elsewhere avoid social contact with Indian boys. 
than the two or three "acceptable" I have tried, since I left India, to 
restaurants in a city. discover what was important and even 
through the loneliness and discomforts rr TY/here 
ot the year - steel cots and thin n' 1 Are You Going?" 
However, aside from sometimes unique about the year - aside from 
warm understanding and friendship magnificent memories of art and color 
with our hostel-mates, we found our- and the different ways of people 
selves sticking close together as the Western and Eastern, aside from the 
year went on. This was in part due usual opportunities for an undergrad. 
to the neceuity, for reuooa of lw.te to have both trernendoul intel· 
Pam Prlee '67 (rlpt> and a companion rest their feet In Indian temple I 
1urroundJngs. 
Slaughter Asks Students 
matresses, very little hot water and 
no shower. extremely limited social 
life. In contrast to the experience of 
college students in the U.S., educa-
tion meant immediate appreciation of 
the "real world." "You may not be wha~ YO? think I God through spiritual rationality. 
We found, too, that contrary to the you are, .~ut what you think is what 
1 
It follows then, said Mr. Slaughter, 
way the nature of the world and you are. that man can attain his ultimate 
knowledge appeared to us as college This, in part, is the answer to the goal , heaven, through rational 
students in the U.S., all knowledge question "Where Are You Going" thought. This comes not after death, 
was not securely bound between cov· pt>sed by Elbert R. Slaughter Monday but in life, for in achieving a "state 
ers in libraries, but there was much e"ening, September 'n, in a lecture of right thinking free from sinful 
of the world left to explore and un- j in the Pope Room, sponsored by the material beliefs" one has discovered 
dustand, must left to reinterprete. college Christian Science Organiza· th<: presence of G<>d within himself 
Life became more complicated, thrill· tion. and has, in effect, created his o~ 
ing, and provoking than we had ever God IntellectuaJJy Inacceptable heaven. 
dreamed it to be. Mr. Slaughter, a member of the 
Have you 
missed out? Don't 
Film Society 
tickets will be 
Sold in dormitories 
after dinner 
tonight 
Brard of Lectureship of the Mother 
Church of Christ, Scientist, in Bos· 
ton, emphasized the necessity of ra-
tional thought in directing a person's 
life. 
People of the so-called "Post-
Christian Era," especially college stu-
drnts, have found their old concepts 
of God intellectually inacceptible, 
and have been forced to abandon 
them. 
"A Heaven of Hell" 
Christian Science, however, con-
ceives of G<>d as man's mind, his 
spiritual as opposed to material in-
telligence, and permits man to know 
FaJth Healing 
Mr. Slaughter went on to explain 
and illustrate spiritual healing, per-
haps the best-known tenet of Scien-
tific Christianity. God created all 
men perfect; through re-examination 
oC one's beliefs one can eliminate 
any impure thought which could be 
rt.sponsible for a physical defect, and 
thus, by returning to a mental one-
ness with G<>d, eliminate such imper-
fections as disease. 
On a wider scope, rational thinking 
can solve the great material problems 
of humanity, by helping each individ· 
ual to "usher the kingdom of heaven 
into his own consciousness," here 
and now, Mr. Slaughter conc\uded. 
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Shakespeare Festival Comes to Natick 
CAMPUS 
Monday, October 4: Academic 
Chorus from University of Skopje, 
Yugoslavia. 8 p.m., Alumnae Hall. 
Tuesday, October 5: Psychology 
Club lecture by Dr. Lewis P . Llpsitt 
of Brown University, "Learning in 
Infants." 7:30, Tau Zeta Epsilon. 
Wednesday, October 6: Senate 
meeting, 7:30, Billings. 
Linda Sulton '66 and Sally Engle 
'&: will talk and show slides about 
their experiences on "Operation 
Crossroads Africa." 4:30, Billings. 
Thursday, October 7: I. D. cards 
on sale. 7: 15, Billings. 
LECTURES 
Special exhibition presently at the 
B. M. F. A. include works by Nicolas 
de Stael; Swiss Embroideries; Twen-
tieth Century American Prints and 
Books; PrintsJ engravings, woodcuts 
illustrating Hercules and His Labors; 
Photographs by Alfred Stieglitz. 
THEATER 
Charles Playhouse- Moliere's The 
Miser 
Colonial- On a Clear Day You Can 
See Forever, Louis Jourdan, Barbara 
Harris. 
Natick High School - Twelfth Night, 
Oct. 1 and 2. 
Sunday, October 8. Ford Hall 
Forum Lectures presents Winston S. 
Churchill, grandson of Sir Winston . 
Churchill, speaking on "The Chang-
ing Face of European Politics." <tJ 
p.m ., Jordan Hall. Free. 
Shubert- Hot September. Sean 
Garrison, Kathryn Hays, Eddie 
Bracken. 
Wilbur-Generation, Henry Fonda. 
MOVIES 
Astor- Lord Jim. 
Beacon Hill- What's New Pussycat 
and Dial P for Pink. MUSIC 
Sunday, October 3: George Zilzer at 
the piano. 3 p.m ., Gardner Museum. 
Free. 
Saturday, October 2: Erich Leins-
dorf conducting the Boston Symphony 
Orchestra in Wagner 'i: "A Siegfried 
Idyll ," and Bel!thoven's Symphony 
No. 9 in D minor. 8:30, Symphony 
Hall. Tickets a\'a ilable at Informa-
tion Bureau; $2.75. 
Sunday, October 3: International 
University Choral Night, 8:30, Sym-
phony Ha ll . 
ART 
~unday, October 3: Mr:;. Mildred 
Housen lectures on Nicolas de Stael 
11914-1954 l. 4 p.m .. Museum of Fine 
Ar ts. Free. 
Boston Cinerama- The Greatest 
Story Ever Told. 
Brattle-Banana Peel I September 
2G·Oclober 2) October 3-9 is the Orson 
Wells Week includi,ng The Trial !Oc-
tober 3 & 4 l, Journey into Fear r Oc-
tober 5 & 6l and The Magniricent 
Ambcrsons !October 7, 8, & 9l. 
Capri- The Collector. 
Gary--So11,,d of Music. 
Music Hall-;-Those Magnificent 
Men in Their Flying Machines. 
Sa)(on-~fr r:i;r T - ' 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Saturday, 0l·~vhcr 2: Air Show at 
Hanscom Field, Bedford, featuring 
an Aircraft display and the Thunder-
bmi F lying Team. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Seniors Return .. . 
Co11ti1111rd frnm pagl' s,.,.,.,, 
made the students feel as though 
they were " making the decision" as 
t > how to study, in .Jean Kightling-
er's opinion. Sht> felt she had 
"learned the way people learn when 
they get out of college." 
The girls stayed in families in 
which other foreign students were 
also staying. This was one reason for 
the difficulty of meeting the Fren('h 
people. There were 110 students in 
all in the Sweet Briar group. 
Edinburgh 
Sally Householder, studying physi-
l olc,gy and chemistry in the Medical I School of the University of Edinburgh 
found many of the same academic 
pr;i('ti('es in the Scottish universitv 
a~ tht> girls in France reportt>d. 
These included large weekly lectures. 
smallt>r tutorial sessions. emphasis on 
concentrated study of one particular 
subject. anci no daily assignments or 
syllabi. 
Sally. with 20 hours of weekly lab 
in nothing hut chemistry and physi-
ology t•njoycd the specialization buc 
mis!'cd working and talking with stu-
cil'nts who were also well groundcc\ 
in the liberal arts. 1n Scotland. sci-
ence students begin to specialize at 
lenst by high school. 
This ls an artist's rendering of the set for the Repertory of Classical Drama 
as it will appear on the stage of the Natick High School auditorium. It 
represents a combination of the Elizabethan stage and a variation of the set 
at the Stratford Shakespeare Theater in Canada, 
Scholars Finish Symposium 
Translation rLimbo Lit' Call 
Editor's note: Due to a printer's prose version of a foreign poem 
miscalculation, the following article should be used as an introduction to 
about the Wilson Symposium was that poem. A consideration of four 
omitted from last week's News. Sinee different translations of a passage 
it reviews the views of all the sym- by Thomas Mann illustrated the 
posium members, News decided to tremendous discrepancies that can 
print it at this time. exist in parallel translations and the 
by Lisa Reed '66 importance of verbal overtones. 
The closing session of the transla- 1 Dr . Youngren suggested that par-
tion symposium took place in the allel translations of a passage can 
Alumnae Hall auditorium at 1:30 on I rev:eal differences ~ the periods in 
Saturday, September 18. Moderating which the translations were done. 
a panel discussion was Mr . Stanley I !his observation ~as reenfor~ later 
Burnshaw, poet, translator, and vice- m the afte11_1oon m a companson of 
president of Holt, Rinehart, and Win- two translations. of .a Greek poem -
slon, Inc Mr. F itts, Dr. O'Brien, one from the m1d-nmeteenth century, 
and Mr. Arndt were joined by Dr. ~xuding the patho.s and sentimental· 
William Youngren. Assistant Profes- 1ty of th~ romantics, a~d the other, 
sor of Humanities at M.I.T. ito serve I ?Y Mr. Fitts. ~har~~tenzed by Hem-
as panelists>. mgwayesque s1mpbc1ty. 
Mr. Burnshaw introduced the prob- "Umbo Literature" 
!em to be considered: in the case in 1 All agreed that easy access to the 
which there are several available original was a good idea in an edition 
translations of the same foreign o· a translation. Mr. Burnshaw even 
work, which is the lay reader to favored the printing of a line of 
choose. the one most faithful to the translation above each line of the 
original or the one most artistic in original. Dr. O'Brien, however, sug-
its own right? The consensus was gested that immediate juxtaposition 
that there is no one best translation o. the original to the translation de-
of a work. TI1e panelists insisted that tracted from the translation. 
it was necessary to read several Mr. Burnshaw called translation a KEYNOTE Critics Bonrcl 'T'rv-
outs now av:iilable at the Info 
Bureau due Monday Odoher -t 
at room :!10. Shaft>r or fhl• Info 
Bureau. 
The students. bark at Wt>lleslev. translations of the same work. each "limbo literature," second-hand yet 
miss tht•ir ;uloptecl countries but :ire I aimed at a different sort of accuracy still creative, to an e~ten~. M;. Fitts 
glac\ to hp tying uu nil tht> loo~t> <accuracy to form, accuracy of at- agreed that translation 1s 'on the 
ac·adf'mir ends Tiicv aoprechte mosphere. etc. ) • fringe of art." The discussion and the 
Celebrated Chorus 
110 Serenad<> Tlere 
more Wellt>slcv's vnrietv of cour~es Parallel Translations sym~sium clo~ed with Mr. Bu.m-
ane\ its acccssihlt> librnriC's. Jn cfo;- .Mr . . ~~rnsh~w.,?oted_ for his m~th- sli~'' s . o?scrvat1~n. tha~ as !\'Ir. Fitts 
r11ssin!! the c\is:idvantages of 3 ve;ir 0<1 of d1scu;;sm~ foreign poems mto s~thd, v~e aref lt1vmg1 1t~ on~ of lthhc ahro·1,., S·ill .. Ho I 1... English mamtamed however that a nc est ages o rans a ion smce e <II •' • U~(' 10 u('r ('Ommenf- • 0 ' 
NI "Tf I' I I h . . sixteenth century and the greatest 
From around the worl<l mon• than I t · k c >ccn l'll' 1 <l hnve !!often bt·neficiarv of translation is the trans-
one thousand of the world's finest " ·now n~ort> Jl<'Onle better." How- lator... • 
chorale singers will gather in Boston "''"r .. "''~11 '" f>rvor hp)ipvf"<l h1n1·l'"t'r The MIT Baton Sol'icty 
in October for an International .slw grnnr.,I mote than sht> missed." 
Choral Festival. sponsored by the Grad Study Abroad? Handel and Haydn Society. -
T~e Society is celebrating its 150th I PC'rhaps graduate study abroad 
a.nmversary as America's oldest ac- would be preferable but it is not 
t1ve _choral gro.up ?nd Boston·s oldest a~" ?YS economically feas ible A I 
musical orgamzalion. girls parents usually wouldn"t suo-
presents 
RA VI Sil AN KAR 
with ALLA RAKIIA 
Thurs .. Oct. 7, 1965 
8:30 P.M . 
. Variety of Works . port graduate study as they would 
. s1xt~en choruses fro.m 12 countnes a third year of college, and working J Kresge Auditorium, MIT 
will smg works ranging from Hun- one's way through colleg · 1 ·t Tickets: $2.00 garia~.folk songs to Bach's ''B Minor I impossible in E uro e is a mos 
Mass, from 13th century masses pe. 
and motets to Randall Thompson's 
newly-commissioned "Passion Ac-
ccrding to St. Luke." 
Opening night, Sunday, Oct. 3, will 
present 8 university choruses s inging 
music of their na tive lands. 
The Harvard Glee Club-Radcliffe 
Choral Society is one of four U.S. 
pa rticipants. The others are the Han-
del and Haydn Socie ty, th~ Beth-




Feminine Footwear F a•hions 
Attractively Low-Priced 
564A Washington st Wellesley sq. 
CE 5-3603 
Across from the 
Wellesley National Bank 
Open Friday night 'til 9 P.M. 
Reservations: U N 4-6900, 2910 
GET DISCOUNT CARD 
on Patent Medicines • Vitamins -
Cosmetics - Toiletries • Etc. at 
CARROLL'S (Sal-Mac, Inc.) 
572 Washington Street 
opposite Village Church 
Call CE S-2489 for Free Delivery 
Hours Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Emilio Bair Stylist 
CE 7-18H 
First Boston Showing 
Frank Sinatra 
Dean Martin 
"MARRIAGE ON THE 
ROCKS" - Color 
2:16-4:40-7:05-9:30 
Thur. Tues 1:00-3:10 
5:10-7:J.0.9:30 
Twelfth Night, Macbeth, and The 
Life of King Henry \f will be per-
formed by the professional actors 
September 20-0ctober 30 at Natick 
High School. 
Duncan Ross, who was a leading 
actor with the Old Vic Company in 
England, is the director of Tweuth 
Night. His actors have worked at the 
Charles Playhouse, The Actors' Work-
shop, and various Shakespeare fes-
tivals across the country. 
The Boston Herald and Tribune is 
sponsoring the non-profit "education-
a! enrichment" program primarily 
fo1 high school students of the Bos-
ton area. Evening performances for 
adults will be held on Fridays and 
Saturdays at 8:30. Admission for col-
lege students will be •$1. 
The schedule is as follows: Twelfth 
Night - October 1 and 2; Macbeth -
October 8-16; King Henry V - Oc-
tober 22-30. 
Tickets will be sold at the door. 
Reservations can be made by calling 
HA 6-2225. Central Street buses run 
!rom Wellesley to Natick at 7:30, 
and return at 11 p.m . Natick High 
School is one-half mile from the Na-
tick Common. 
Wellesley Grad's . . 
Continued f r om page Six 
come of the country is about $65 a 
year and, thus, many of the children 
naturally find it impossible to pay 
the $40 tuition fee charged by the 
school. 
$3000 Raised 
P rivate companies in Kenya and 
other colleges have been appealed to. 
but as of September the school had 
raised only $3000. 
EUROP~ THIS SUMMER 
Go Wellesley ''Group Travel" 
Flight and Save 
Contact Pam Leach, TCW 
for information 235-9585 
Passport Photos plus Photos For 
Applications, Licenses, etc. 
Custom Photo Frames 
BUBERT S 
83 Central Street 
Community Playhouse 
Wellesley Hills C Edar 5-0047 
Evenings at 7:45 
Sun. Continuous Beginning 4: 15 
NOW! 7 Days Ending Tues .. Oct. 5 
Om ar Sharif, Stephen Boyd, 
Robert Morley & James Mason in 
"GENGHIS KHAN" 
Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat., Oct. 6 to 9 
George Peppard & :w.,u ...... v, "" "' 
" OPERATION CROSSBOW" 
(The Great Spy Mission) 
also 
"The Big Parade of Comedy" 
IN SHOPPERS' WORLD 
872-4400 * CE 5-8020 
Audrey Hepburn 
"Breakfast at Tiffany's" 
1:40-5:45-9:50 • Color 
Thnr.·Tue. 1: 10.5: J.5..9:50 
also "SABINA" 
Wm. Holden 3:40-7:45 
Thur-Tue. 3:00-7:40 
Also singing a re choruses from 
Great Britain, Canada, Brazil, Chile, 
New Zealand, Hungary, Finland, 
J apan, U.S.S.R., Venezuela, and Yu-
Pierced earrings 
Have tha t pierced look 
The Wellesley National Bank 
goslavia . 
At a free choral semina r, on Tues-
day afternoon, Oct. 28, international 
authorities will discuss the composi-
tion and performan~e of choral 
music. 
P rices of the ticke ts r ange from 
$l.50 to $5.000. Tickets a re available 
from the Advance Sales Box Office, 
llandl•I and Haydn Society, P.O. Box 
4hi;, Boston. 
Largest selection in Wellesley 
Priced $1 • $2 
CasadeEspara 








where bankin& is made convenient 
f« the Welk::dey Colle1e Students 
Meabet' Peden& ~t lluuran~ Corporation 
lletnbu F.cteral aeoervo Syato• 
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